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Sub -Call of quotations for -Repair,Installation and preventive maintenance of Electrical items at
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Sealed  quotations  are  invited  on   behalf  of  President  of  India  for  the  above  mentioned  subject  from
contractors having adequate experience and capabilities to execute such  magnitude of similar works and
who have similar experience with different units of DAE.

Hard copy of tender enquiry will be given to the vendor/contractor by hand on aH working days from  1400
hours to  1600  hours till the due date and time mentioned above after briefing  the scope of job under the
tender.

Vendor/contractor   coming   for   briefing   and   getting   hard   copy   of   tender   enquiry   should   take   prior
appointment with  Shri V.  L.  Shirsat,  SA/E,  UED and  Shri  N.  D.  Hadap,  SO/F,  UED (26421) on  aH working
days between  1400 hours to  1600 hours.

Following criteria is required for acceptance of tender enquiry by the vendor/contractor -

1.    Vendor/Contactor  should  have  pre-cleared  Security  Vetting  of  his  company/Firm  as  per  BARC
Security rules.

2.    Vendor/Contractor  coming  for  discussion  and  getting  tender  enquiry  should  have  valid  pass  of
BARC.  No TEP will be made by BARC.

3.    Workers/labors given by the vendor should be weH experienced in above mentioned job.
4.     Sealed  quotations  should  be  submitted  only  through  registered  post/speed  post  through  Indian

Postal service.
5.     Sealed quotations wiH  be received up to 9-?-[9-L{2!nd will be opened on i-I-[!!-/-=1 at 1430 hours.

BARC  reserved  all  right  for  rejecting  the  vendor  coming  for  conecting  hard  copy  of  tender  enquiry  if
his/her company profile is not found satisfactory and as per our terms mentioned above.
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